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Differentiability of Functions of MatricesMatrix Functions
DIFFERENTIABILITY OF FUNCTIONS OF MATRICES
YURY GRABOVSKY, OMAR HIJAB & IGOR RIVIN
Abstract. Let f be a function on the set of diagonal n×nmatrices,
and let f˜ be the unique extension of f to the set of symmetric
n×nmatrices invariant with respect to conjugation by orthogonal
matrices. We show that f˜ has the same regularity properties as f .
That is, if f is Ck, or Ck+α, or C∞ or Cω than so is f˜ .
It is well-known that every rotation-invariant function F on the
spaceSof real d×d symmetricmatrices is determinedby its restriction
f to the diagonal matrices,
f (r1, . . . , rd) = F

r1 0 0 . . . 0
0 r2 0 . . . 0
. . .
0 0 0 . . . rd

.
Since a 90◦ rotation in the i j-plane interchanges ri and r j, f must
necessarily be symmetric,
f (rσ1, rσ2, . . . , rσd) = f (r1, . . . , rd), for all permutations σ.
It is then natural to seek properties of f that are inherited by F.
For example, suppose f is a polynomial; then [5] f = p(n1, . . . , nd)
for some other polynomial p, where
nk(r1, . . . , rd) = r
k
1 + · · · + r
k
d, k ≥ 1,
are the Newton sums. It follows that
F(x) = p(Trace(x), . . . ,Trace(xd)), x ∈ S,
since both sides are rotation-invariant and they agree on the diagonal
matrices. Thus f polynomial implies F polynomial.
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Another interesting property is differentiability. Recently, Lewis
and Sendov [7] showed that if f is C1 or C2, then F is C1 or C2
respectively; moreover they derived formulas forDF(x) andD2F(x) in
terms of spectral quantities, i.e. the eigenvalues and eigenprojections
of x. In this paper, we extend this result to Cn and derive a formula
for DnF(x) in terms of the spectral quantities of x.
A theorem of C. Davis [1] asserts that f convex implies F convex,
the canonical example being the negative of the logarithm of the
determinant. There are several alternate proofs of this result, by
Lewis [6], Rivin [8], and Grabovsky and Hijab [2]. As noted in [7],
this convexity result, in the C2 setting, is a consequence of the above
differentiability result and the characterization of convexity in terms
of nonnegativity of the second derivative.
These questions have natural generalizations in the context of com-
pact Lie algebras. In this setting the issue is to identify the interesting
properties that are inherited by an Ad-invariant function F on a com-
pact Lie algebra g from its restriction f to a Cartan subalgebra h. The
polynomial question in this setting is a theorem of Chevalley [4], and
the convexity question was extended to this setting by Lewis [6] and
subsequently by Grabovsky and Hijab [2].
Formotivation, in §1wederive the analog of this result in the radial
setting and in §2 we derive the result in the context of symmetric
matrices.
1. The Radial Case
If F : Rd → R is continuous, then
(1) f (r, π) = F(x) x = rπ,
is continuous on R × Sd−1, even, and f (0, π) does not depend on π.
Conversely, if f : R × Sd−1 → R is continuous, even, and f (0, π) does
not depend on π, then
(2) F(x) = f
(
|x|,
x
|x|
)
, x , 0,
extends to a continuous function on Rd satisfying (1).
Let δξ(π) = ξ − 〈π, ξ〉π; then, for each ξ, the map δξ : R
d → Rd is
a vector field tangent to Sd−1. If f extends to a function on R × Rd
that is polynomial in π, then so does δξ( f ). For f continuous in r and
polynomial in π, define
L
j
ξ
( f )(r, π) = 〈π, ξ〉 f (r, π) +
∫ 1
0
t jδξ( f )(tr, π) dt.
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Let f ′ denote the derivative with respect to r.
For x , 0, the maps x 7→ r = |x| and x 7→ π = x/r are analytic and
their derivatives in the ξ direction are
rξ = 〈π, ξ〉, πξ =
δξ(π)
r
.
By (1), δξ( f )(0, π) = 0 since f (0, π) does not depend on π; if f is C
1 in
r and polynomial in π, (2) and the chain rule implies
DξF(x) = 〈π, ξ〉 f
′(r, π) +
δξ( f )(r, π)
r
= 〈π, ξ〉 f ′(r, π) +
∫ 1
0
δξ( f
′)(tr, π) dt = L0ξ( f
′)(r, π), x = rπ , 0.
(3)
If F is C1 on Rd, (3) is valid on Rd; if f is C2 in r and polynomial
in π, we may repeat this argument with DξF replacing F and L
0
ξ
( f ′)
replacing f ; we obtainD2
ξ
F(x) = L0
ξ
(L0
ξ
( f ′))′(r, π) on x = rπ , 0. If F is
Cn−1 on Rd and f is Cn in r, we may continue in this manner to obtain
(4) DnξF(x) = L
0
ξL
1
ξ . . .L
n
ξ
(
f (n)
)
(r, π), x = rπ , 0;
here we used (L
j
ξ
f )′ = L
j+1
ξ
( f ′).
NowsupposeF is rotation-invariant; then f = f (r) does notdepend
on π hence (4) implies
(5) |DnF(x)| ≤ C sup
|r|≤|x|
| f (n)(r)|, |x| , 0.
Theorem 1. Let n ≥ 0 and let F be a rotation-invariant function on Rd. If
the restriction of F to an axis is Cn, then F is Cn on Rd.
The proof here mimics that of the matrix case in the next section; a
simpler proof is possible.
Proof. Since F is continuous on Rd, we may derive this by induction,
so we may assume F is Cn−1 on Rd. Since f is even, p(r) = f (n)(0)rn/n!
either vanishes or is an even-order polynomial; hence P(x) = p(|x|) is
a polynomial on Rd. Replacing F by F − P, we may further assume
f (n)(0) = 0. In this case, by (5), we conclude DnF(x) → 0 as |x| → 0.
Since F is Cn−1 on Rd and Cn away from the origin, this implies F is
Cn on Rd. 
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2. TheMatrix Case
Let S denote the vector space of real d× d symmetric matrices and
let G be the group of d × d rotation matrices. A function F : S → R
is rotation-invariant if F(gxg−1) = F(x) for every x ∈ S and g ∈ G. The
result is
Theorem 2. Let n ≥ 0 and let F be a rotation-invariant function on S. If
the restriction of F to the diagonal matricesD is Cn, then F is Cn on S.
At the end of this section, we exhibit a formula (10) expressingDnF
in terms of derivatives of the restriction.
Corollary 1. Let F be a rotation-invariant function on S and let f be its
restriction toD. If f is C∞ onD, then F is C∞ on S. If f is Cn,α, 0 < α < 1,
onD, then F is Cn,α on S. If f is analytic onD, then F is analytic on S.
The proof is at the end of the section.
A function F on a vector space sum A ⊕ B is Cn,N if the partial
derivatives DαaD
β
b
F exist and are continuous on A ⊕ B for all multi-
indices |α| ≤ n, |β| ≤ N. The previous theorem is a special case of the
slightly stronger
Theorem 3. Let E be a euclidean space and let F : S ⊕ E → R be rotation-
invariant in the first variable. If the restriction of F toD⊕ E is Cn,N, then
F is Cn,N on S ⊕ E.
Let S0 denote the traceless matrices in S, and let D0 = D ∩ S0.
Since S = S0 ⊕ R and the trace is unchanged under conjugation by
elements of G, this in turn follows from
Theorem 4. Let E be a euclidean space and let F : S0 ⊕E → R be rotation-
invariant in the first variable. If the restriction of F toD0 ⊕ E is C
n,N, then
F is Cn,N on S0 ⊕ E.
We turn to the proof of Theorem 4. To simplify notation, we now
drop the subscript 0, i.e. henceforth the spaces of traceless symmetric
and diagonal matrices will be denotedS andD respectively. Wewill
argue by induction over (d, n,N), where we impose the lexicographic
ordering on triples (d, n,N). Thus we assume the result is true for all
dimensions lower than d and all orders of differentiability in n and N, and
we assume the result is true for dimension d and all orders of differentiability
on E and lower than n onS. LetS∗ be the open set of nonzero traceless
symmetric matrices.
Let x0 ∈ S
∗. Since conjugation by a rotation is an invertible analytic
map on S, we may assume that x0 is diagonal with the diagonal
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entries of x0 arranged in decreasing order. Let ri(x0), i = 1, . . . , d, be
the diagonal entries of x0.
Let g be the vector space of real d×d skew-symmetricmatrices; then
S⊕ g is the vector space of all real d×d traceless matrices. Let (S⊕ g)0
be the subspace of matrices x commuting with x0, xx0 = x0x. Then
x ∈ (S ⊕ g)0 iff xi j = 0 whenever ri(x0) , r j(x0). Let G0 = G ∩ (S ⊕ g)0,
S0 = S∩ (S⊕ g)0, and g0 = g∩ (S⊕ g)0. Then G0 is the isotropy group
of x0 under the conjugation action, (S ⊕ g)0 = S0 ⊕ g0, and matrices
in S0, g0, and G0 are block-diagonal with the same block structure. If
[x, y] = xy − yx is the usual bracket, then g0 = [S0,S0] and S0 is the
orbit ofD under conjugation by matrices in G0.
Lemma 1. F is Cn,N on S0 ⊕ E.
Proof. We derive this by applying the inductive hypothesis block-by-
block. Let S(k)
0
be the vector space of traceless symmetric matrices
in S0 where all blocks, except possibly the k-th block, vanish, and
let D(k) = S(k)
0
∩ D. Then S(1)
0
⊕ (D ⊖ D(1)) ⊕ E consists of block-
diagonal matrices that are diagonal in all but the first block. Since
the dimensions of the first block are strictly less than d and F isCn,N on
D, the inductive hypothesis implies F is Cn,N on S(1)
0
⊕ (D⊖D(1))⊕E.
More precisely, if E(1) = (D ⊖ D(1)) ⊕ E, then F is Cn,N on D ⊕ E =
D(1) ⊕ E(1). Since the matrices in D(1) are strictly smaller than d × d,
by the inductive hypothesis, F is Cn,N on
S
(1)
0
⊕ E(1) = S
(1)
0
⊕ (D⊖D(1)) ⊕ E.
If E(2) = S(1)
0
⊕ (D⊖ (D(1)⊕D(2)))⊕E, decomposingS(1)
0
⊕ (D⊖D(1))⊕E
intoD(2) ⊕E(2) and applying the inductive hypothesis again, F is Cn,N
on
S
(2)
0
⊕ E(2) = (S(1)
0
⊕ S
(2)
0
) ⊕ (D⊖ (D(1) ⊕D(2))) ⊕ E.
Continuing in this manner, we conclude F is Cn,N on
S0 ⊕ E = (S
(1)
0
⊕ S
(2)
0
⊕ . . . ) ⊕ E
after finitely many steps. 
Note this Lemma fails when x0 = 0, since then S0 = S.
Lemma 2. There is a neighborhood U of x0 in S and an analytic map
X : U → g⊥0 such that e
X(x)xe−X(x) lies in S0 for x ∈ U.
Proof. For x ∈ S ⊕ g, let ad(x) : S ⊕ g → S ⊕ g be bracketing with
x, ad(x)(y) = [x, y]. Then ad(x) preserves the decomposition S ⊕ g if
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x ∈ g and reverses it if x ∈ S. If 〈x, y〉 = Trace(xyt) is the usual inner
product on S ⊕ g, then
〈[x, y], z〉 = 〈x, [z, y]〉
when x, y ∈ S and z ∈ g. This implies that the adjoint of ad(x) : S → g
is −ad(x) : g→ Swhen x ∈ S.
Let g⊥0 denote the orthogonal complement of g0 in g and let S
⊥
0
denote the orthogonal complement of S0 in S. Since the null-space
of ad(x0) : S → g equalsS0, it follows that the range of ad(x0) : g→ S
is S⊥0 . Since [g0, x0] = 0, we conclude [g
⊥
0 , x0] = S
⊥
0 .
Define a map g⊥0 ⊕ S0 → S by
(X, x) 7→ e−XxeX.
At (0, x0), the derivative of this map is the linear map (X, x) 7→
(−[X, x0]) ⊕ x, whose range equals S
⊥
0 ⊕ S0 = S. Thus the map is
a diffeomorphism at (0, x0) onto a neighborhood U of x0 in S; invert-
ing this map, the result follows. 
Lemma 3. F is Cn,N on S∗ × E.
Proof. Combining the two previous lemmas shows F is Cn,N onU×E
hence on S∗ × E. 
At this point that we are left with establishing smoothness near
x0 = 0; this case is more significant than at first appears as the proof
of Lemma 1 shows that the zero matrix “propagates” into larger and
larger subspaces of S. Nevertheless, we may be more specific about
the asymptotic behavior of F|D⊕E at the zero matrix:
Lemma 4. Without loss of generality, we may assume in addition that
Dk(F|D⊕E) = o(|x|
n−k) as x→ 0 inD for 0 ≤ k ≤ n.
Proof. Let t be the n-th order Taylor polynomial of F|D⊕E centered at
x0 = 0. Since F is rotation-invariant, F|D⊕E is permutation-invariant,
hence [5] there is a C∞,N function p onD⊕E, polynomial onD, such
that t = p ◦ n, where n = (n1, . . . , nd) are the Newton sums. Since the
Newtons sums extend to polynomial functions on S ⊕ E, t extends
to a polynomial function T on S ⊕ E; replacing F by F − T, we are
done. 
To establish smoothness at the origin, we derive a representation
formula for DnF in terms of derivatives of F|D⊕E, which is also of
independent interest. This representation formula involves passing
from the coordinate x ∈ S to “polar coordinates” (r, π) with r ∈ D in
a manner analogous to that presented in the previous section.
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A projection is a real d×d symmetric matrix π satisfying π2 = π, and
a flag is a d-tuple π = (π1, . . . , πd) of one-dimensional projections that
are mutually orthogonal, πiπ j = 0 for i , j, and sum to the identity∑
i πi = I. Since Trace(πi) = 1, πi is not in S.
Given x ∈ S, let r1, . . . , rd denote its eigenvalues, listed with multi-
plicity, and let π1, . . . , πd denote the projections onto a corresponding
orthonormal basis of eigenvectors. Then r = (r1, . . . , rd) is in the space
R
d
0 of vectors satisfying r1 + · · · + rd = 0 and π = (π1, . . . , πd) is a flag.
Conversely, if r ∈ Rd
0
and π is a flag,
(6) x =
∑
i
riπi
is inS. It is easy to see that the setF ⊂ Sd of flags is a compact metric
space.
We say a flag π = (π1, . . . , πd) is an eigenflag of x if (6) holds for
some vector r; this happens iff xπi = πix = riπi for i = 1, . . . , d.
Let (Rd)′ denote the open dense subset of vectors inRd with distinct
entries and let S′ denote the subset of traceless symmetric matrices
with distinct eigenvalues.
Let r = r(x) equal to the vector of eigenvalues of x ∈ S, arranged
in decreasing order; using the compactness of F , it follows easily
that r : S → Rd
0
is continuous. If x ∈ S′, the corresponding eigenflag
π = π(x) is uniquely determined; this is not so if x has repeated
eigenvalues. We claim the maps x 7→ ri(x), x 7→ πi(x) are analytic on
S′, and we compute the derivatives riξ and πiξ, i = 1, . . . , d, in the
direction of ξ ∈ S; this is a standard computation [3].
Let nk : R
d → R be the k-th newton sum, nk(r) = (r
k
1
+ · · · + rk
d
)/k,
and let n : Rd → Rd be n = (n1, . . . , nd). Also define n : S → R
d by
n = (n1, . . . , nd) with nk(x) = Trace(x
k)/k. Then n(x) = n(r(x)). Since
det(Dn(r)) = det

1 1 . . . 1
r1 r2 . . . rd
. . .
rd−1
1
rd−1
2
. . . rd−1
d

is the Vandermonde determinant, n : (Rd)′ → Rd is a local diffeomor-
phism. Since r = n−1(n(r)) = n−1(n(x)), we conclude r is analytic on
S′.
Lemma 5. For ξ ∈ S, we have
(7) riξ = 〈πi, ξ〉, πiξ =
∑
j,i
π jξπi + πiξπ j
ri − r j
,
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i = 1, . . . , d, on S′.
Proof. By the chain rule,
Dr(x) = D(n−1 ◦ n)(x) = D(n−1)(n(r)) ·Dn(x) = (Dn(r))−1 ·Dn(x).
Since Dnk(x) = x
k−1, Cramer’s rule yields
Dr(x) =

π1
π2
. . .
πd
 ,
or, what is the same,
(8) riξ = 〈πi, ξ〉, i = 1, . . . , d.
In particular, since ri is analytic, this shows that the maps πi, i =
1, . . . , d, are analytic.
To compute πiξ, differentiate xπi = πix = riπi to get ξπi + xπiξ =
riξπi + riπiξ. Left multiply by π j, j , i, to get
π jξπi + r jπ jπiξ = π jξπi + π jxπiξ = π jriξπi + π jriπiξ = riπ jπiξ
which yields
π jπiξ =
π jξπi
ri − r j
= π jπiξπi.
Differentiating π2
i
= πi, we obtain πiπiξ + πiξπi = πiξ, hence πiπiξπi =
0; summing over j, we conclude
πiξπi =
∑
j,i
π jξπi
ri − r j
.
Adding this last equation to its transpose, we arrive at (7). 
We say a function f : Rd
0
× F × E → R is symmetric if
f (rσ1, . . . , rσd, πσ1, . . . , πσd, v) = f (r1, . . . , rd, , π1, . . . , πd, v)
holds on Rd
0
×F ×E for every permutation σ. A subset K is symmetric
if 1K is symmetric.
We say f is consistent if f (r, π, v) = f (r, π′, v) whenever x =
∑
i riπi =∑
i riπ
′
i
. This is the same as saying f (r, π, v) = f (r, π′, v) whenever
πλ = π
′
λ
, where
πλ =
∑
ri=λ
πi
for every eigenvalue λ of x.
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If F : S× E → R is a continuous function, then f : Rd0 ×F × E → R
defined by
(9) f (r, π, v) = F

∑
i
riπi, v
 , r ∈ Rd0, π ∈ F , v ∈ E,
is clearly continuous, symmetric and consistent. Note that F is
rotation-invariant iff f does not depend on π.
Lemma 6. If f : Rd0×F ×E → R is continuous, symmetric, and consistent,
there exists a unique continuous F : S × E → R satisfying (9).
Proof. Since ri, πi, i = 1, . . . , d, are analytic on S
′ and f is symmetric,
it is clear that (9) defines F uniquely and continuously on S′ × E. If
xn ∈ S
′ and xn → x ∈ S and vn → v in E, we need to establish the
convergence of (F(xn, vn)). To this end, let rn denote the correspond-
ing vectors of eigenvalues, arranged in decreasing order, and let πn
denote the corresponding eigenflags. Then rn converges to the vector
r of eigenvalues of x arranged in non-increasing order. If π is a limit
point of (πn), then π is an eigenflag of x. By consistency, f (r, π, v)
depends only on r and the projections πλ onto the λ-eigenspaces of x,
hence only on x. Thus f (r, π, v) does not depend on the subsequence,
( f (rn, πn, vn)) = (F(xn, vn)) converges to a limit, and (9) holds at all
(r, π, v). 
Let Sd = S × S · · · × S be the d-fold product. Given ξ ∈ S and a
skew-symmetric d× dmatrix a, define a map δ = δ(a, ξ) : Sd → Sd by
δ(a, ξ)(π)i = πiξ

∑
j
ai jπ j
 +

∑
j
ai jπ j
 ξπi, i = 1, . . . , d.
Lemma 7. The map δ restricted to F is a vector field tangent to F .
Proof. To see this, let π(t) ∈ Sd be a smooth curve of d-tuples of
symmetric matrices starting at π(0) ∈ F satisfying π˙i = δi(π), i =
1, . . . , d, for t small. We show π(t) ∈ F by showing
(1)
∑
i πi(t) = 1,
(2) πi(t)π j(t) = 0, i , j,
(3) πi(t)
2 = πi(t).
(1) follows since
∑
i π˙i(t) =
∑
i δi(π(t)) = 0. Differentiation shows
that xi j(t) = πi(t)π j(t), i , j, satisfies a linear system of differential
equations with time-varying coefficients; since xi j(0) = 0, i , j, (2)
follows. (3) follows since by (2) (d/dt)πi(t)
2 = π˙i(t)πi(t) + πi(t)π˙i(t) =
π˙i(t). Thus π(t) ∈ F . 
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Define vector fields δi jξ = −δ jiξ, i , j, on F by
δ(a, ξ) =
∑
i, j
ai jδi jξ.
Then for each i, j, ξ, δi jξ is a vector field on F . Note that (7) can be
rewritten as
πξ =
1
2
∑
i, j
δi jξ(π)
ri − r j
=
1
2
δ
(
ρ, ξ
)
,
where ρ is the skew-symmetric matrix with entries 1/(ri − r j).
Let (Rd
0
)′ denote the vectors in Rd
0
with distinct entries and let (Rd
0
)∗
be the nonzero vectors in Rd0.
If f : Rd0 × F × E → R
d is polynomial in π, f = ( f1, . . . , fd), let
Lξ( f )(r, π, v) =
∑
i
fi · 〈πi, ξ〉 +
1
4
∑
i, j
∫ 1
0
δi jξ( fi − f j)(r(t), π, v) dt.
If f is Cn,N on Rd0 ⊕ E and polynomial in π, so is Lξ( f ).
Let Df = ( fr1 , . . . , frd) be the gradient of f in r.
Lemma 8. If f given by (9) is Cn,N on Rd0 ⊕ E and polynomial in π, then
(10) DnξF

∑
i
riπi, v
 = (LξD)n f (r, π, v)
on (Rd
0
)′ × F × E.
Proof. Let π(t) be the integral curve of δi jξ starting from π ∈ F ; since
the sum of i-th and j-th components of δi jξ vanishes, πi(t)+π j(t) does
not depend on t; then f consistent and polynomial in π and ri = r j
implies f (r, π(t), v) does not depend on t, hence δi jξ( f )(r, π) = 0.
Given r ∈ Rd, let r(t) differ from r only in the i-th and j-th compo-
nents, by setting ri(t) = tri+ (1− t)(ri+r j)/2, r j(t) = tr j+ (1− t)(ri+r j)/2.
Since δi jξ( f )(r(0), π, v) vanishes, the fundamental theorem of calcu-
lus applied to δi jξ( f )(r(t), π, v) implies
(11)
δi jξ( f )(r, π, v)
ri − r j
=
1
2
∫ 1
0
δi jξ( fri − fr j)(r(t), π, v) dt.
By the chain rule,(11), and (7),
DξF

∑
i
riπi, v
 =
∑
i
fri · 〈πi, ξ〉 +
1
2
∑
i, j
δi jξ( f )
ri − r j
= Lξ(D( f ))(r, π, v)
(12)
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on (Rd0)
′ × F × E. If F is C1,N, (12) is valid on Rd0 × F × E, thus
D2ξF

∑
i
riπi, v
 = (LξD)2( f )(r, π, v)
on (Rd
0
)′ ×F ×E. Since F is Cn−1,N we may repeat this argument n− 1
times; the result follows. 
If F is rotation-invariant, then F is Cn,N on S∗ ⊕ E, and hence (10) is
valid on (Rd0)
∗ × F × E. Moreover, f = f (r, v) does not depend on π
and hence (10) implies
(13) |DnF(x, v)| ≤ C sup
|r|≤|x|
|Dn f (r, v)|.
Recalling Lemma 4, this implies DnF(x, v) → 0 as |x| = |r| → 0; since
we know F is Cn−1,N, this implies F(·, v) is Cn on S for each v ∈ E.
This in turn implies the validity of (10) on Rd
0
× F × E, which in turn
implies F is Cn,N on S ⊕ E. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.
We now prove the Corollary. The first statement is an immediate
consequence of Theorem 2. Away from the origin, if f is Cn,α or ana-
lytic, the proof (Lemmas 1, 2, 3) of Theorem 4, unchanged, establishes
F is Cn,α or analytic respectively. If f is Cn,α, then, from Theorem 2,
F is Cn. If tn is the n-th order Taylor polynomial of f at the origin,
then tn is permutation-invariant, hence tn is the restriction to D of a
rotation-invariant polynomial Tn on S. It follows that Tn is the n-th
order Taylor polynomial of F at the origin. Replacing F by F − Tn,
since Dntn(r) = D
n f (0) and DnTn(x) = D
nF(0), by (13) we have
|DnF(x) −DnF(0)| ≤ C sup
|r|≤|x|
|Dn f (r) −Dn f (0))|.
Thus F is Cn,α at the origin. If f is analytic at the origin, | f (r)− tn(r)| ≤
C|r/2ǫ|n on |r| < ǫ for all n; since F, Tn and |x|
n are rotation-invariant,
it follows that |F(x) − Tn(x)| ≤ C|x/2ǫ|
n on |x| < ǫ for all n; thus F is
analytic at the origin.
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